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The Saskatchewan Aviation Council reminds everyone!

Hi All,
In the past issue of Plane Talk we mentioned the Saskatoon
Soaring Club has 2 means of glider launching: Aero-tow and
Winch. Aero-tow is by far the more civilized of the two.

Be part of the Fly It Forward Challenge

Aero-tow in our club consists of gliders being towed by our
Cessna, typically to heights of 2,000ft AGL, where the glider
pilot can instruct the Cessna where to take him/her to
maximize the probability of finding thermals. Higher tows are
completely up to the glider pilot, but they are common when
exercises of rapid height loss will be performed or just to
maximize the chances of finding thermals before having to
come down. However; more on that later.

or the Pink Paper Plane Challenge.
Pilots invite a girl on a discover flying flight.
Organize a Fly It Forward event.
Check it out at www.womenofaviationweek.org
Click on the Challenges/Contests and the
Participate tabs for more details.
Let's see how many Fly It Forward flights we can do in
Saskatchewan March 2-8.
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CF-OBB IS Running!
So, CF-OBB was rolled outside again and is now running great!

SSC Cont’d from page 1
Now, let’s talk about our Winch….
Winching is by far the most economical and exciting way to get
our glider in the air. The winch –at the Saskatoon Soaring Clubconsists of a unit with a Dodge V8 motor, a big drum and many
feet of steel cable. The winch is positioned at the end of the
runway (or past it if we have clear crops) and the cable is ran to
the other end where the glider sits. Once the glider and winch
are ready to go, the glider is hooked to the cable and launched
by the winch. Once the winch starts reeling the cable in, the
glider accelerates very quickly and wants to take off only after
few feet runway. Depending on the conditions and the glider
load, our 2 seat glider reaches a speed of 50 knots in
approximately 3 to 4 seconds, and climbing to an angle of 45plus degrees, It is quite exhilarating!!!

Nothing works right the first try after being dormant for over a
decade, so after some minor adjustments, part changes and
further run-ups CF-OBB is now entering into the final stages prior
to flight certification. Watch future issues to stay up to date with
the happenings.

CF-OAA Gets a New Undercarriage
While work wrapping up on CF-OBB, the crew is now completing
an undercarriage work on CF-OAA. New brakes and undercarriage
will ensure that she stands on her own and stops where she is
supposed to for some time to come.

It honestly feels like you are taking off in a rocket! you cannot
see the ground with only open sky ahead. Speed control
during the launch is very important, so the pilot and winch
operator are in constant communication by radio to avoid
overstressing the airframe. Once the glider is reaching the top
of the climb, deceleration is felt and the nose starts being
pulled down a little by the cable. At that moment, the glider
pilot knows that it’s time to release the cable, which comes
down to the ground gently as it is attached to a little
parachute. The climb lasts about 45 seconds, and heights close
to 2000ft AGL can be reached.
Enough talk, crank up the volume on your speakers and enjoy
the ride in our 2 seater:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WTIaRCyBCs&index=18
&list=UUs13s2AvoVR4DOlNRAQQYcw
Although I have never been launched from an aircraft carrier in
a fighter jet, I suppose winch launching is as close as it can get
for most of us. It is very exciting, and something you want to do
over and over again.
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Modeler’s Corner
Radio Antenna Wires for your Model Aircraft

SSC Cont’d from page 2
Now that you know you owe yourself a ride, the Saskatoon
Soaring Club will resume operations on or before May 2015
and winch rides have a total cost of $20 (Yup, twenty!)
Come visit us or contact John Toles at
j.toles@shaw.ca<mailto:j.toles@shaw.ca>
by; Fernando Garza

Young Pilots Matter Too!
ANTENNA WIRES USING SCALE MODEL KIT SPRUE

Creating the radio antenna wires is essential when building model
airplanes. In most cases, this is an added detail which is not
included in the scale model kit. Model aircraft antenna wires are
commonly built from scratch using one of several techniques. This
tutorial will examine how to create this feature using stretched
sprue.
Sprue is the excess material that is used to hold the parts of the
scale model kit together. For this tutorial, you will need to cut a
straight piece of sprue about 4 to 5 inches long.
Light a candle and hold your piece of sprue at about ½ to 1½
inches away from the flame. Holding the plastic at each end
between your fingers will allow you to rotate the sprue back and
forth while it is being heated. This rotation will allow the heat to
distribute evenly along the sprue instead of concentrating it on
one spot. After a few seconds you will notice that the sprue will
become glossy, it will soften and start to sag. Be cautions to not
let the sprue melt completely.
At this point, you can move the sprue away from the candle
flame and begin to stretch it. At a careful steady pace, expand the
plastic until you have the desired thickness. This part of the
process may take some practice. Stretching the sprue too fast will
cause it to be excessively thin and weak. It may even snap.
However, if you extend the sprue too slowly, the plastic may
harden prematurely. At which point, you will no longer be able to
stretch the sprue, and it may be too short and thick for a proper
antenna. Your goal is to have a nice, thin piece of sprue, perfect
for the model aircraft antenna.

The materials have arrived and our volunteers are getting
ready to start construction on our Harvard pedal plane, like the
one in the photo above. Flying lessons for it will be minimal
however flight restrictions will apply and pilots must be 5 and
under. We hope to have it ready for the 2016 season of shows.
Plans are also in the works for our own Tiger Moth as well.

Allow about 10 minutes for the sprue to harden completely. Then,
cut off the length required for the model aircraft. You can
use super glue (e. g. Cyanoacrylate) for attaching each end to your
scale model kit assembly. First, carefully glue one end of the sprue
and wait about 10 minutes for it to dry thoroughly. The
next step is to glue the other end. This will require accuracy as you
will need to glue it with the right amount of tension for it not to
break. Once again, allow about 10 minutes for the glue to dry
thoroughly and you can then cut off any excess sprue using a
clipper.

Once it has been worked out, you will be able to order one for
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your “pilot”.
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MC Cont’d from page 2
On several aircraft, such as the Me109, there were ground
wires running from the main antenna to the fuselage. Replicating
these details is necessary when building model airplanes that are
historically accurate. You can also utilize sprue from the scale
model kit to create these details by following the above
technique. Simply glue one end to the main wire using Tenax-7R,
which will cause a slight melt in the plastic. Apply a bit of pressure
to secure the attachment using tweezers and wait about 15
minutes for it to dry completely. Before you attach the other end,
drill a tiny hole into the fuselage of the model aircraft using a pin
vise. You can either use a small drop of Tenax-7R or super glue to
attach the other end of the ground wire.

Annual General
Meeting
Wednesday, March 4, 2015
1:00 PM to 5:00 PM
The Prairie Heritage Air Show Society

To Be Held At:
T C Aviation,
Bay 5, Hangar 5,
Saskatoon Airport
Plan to be there.
This is an opportunity to meet other
members and hear what is going on in
the society and with the museum and
learning centre.
RSVP no later than February 25th, 2015

by E-Mail To:
info@skahs.com
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The Air Support Unit conducts numerous pursuits per year and
patrols high risk locations at the peak hours of 10:00 - 12:00
p.m. It has helped reduce the crime rate in Saskatoon by at
least 10%. Most high speed pursuits are now halted in favour
of the Air Support Unit tracking the suspects. It also assists the
Saskatoon Fire Department with out of control fires by
watching for signs of the fire spreading to other businesses or
dwellings.

Air Support Unit

The Air Support Unit's priority is supporting patrol members. The
unit operates with six officers and the plane is staffed with one
pilot and one Tactical Flight Officer or spotter per shift. The pilot is
a trained Saskatoon Police officer with a commercial pilot’s
license. The officers maintain radio contact with both Saskatoon
Police and RCMP members as they can observe action well
beyond city limits.
The entire city is not visible from any given location, but officers
can fly anywhere in the city within one minute. Weather is always
a contributing factor for plane deployment. The plane must fly at
2,400 feet, so a lower cloud cover blocks visibility of action on the
ground and prevents officers from flying.
The plane is equipped with an infrared camera which was
purchased by SGI for about $300,000. The purpose of the camera
is to map heat signatures. The spotter’s primary duty is to support
ground operations by observing suspects and updating the ground
units on their direction and location. Both vehicles and individuals
can be followed.
Eight out of ten criminals will abandon their vehicles and run to
hide, but the heat sensor camera will pick up their location.

The Commercial Pilot diploma program provides a strong
foundation in the basic principles of aviation. You’ll
alternate two ground school training sessions
at Saskatchewan Polytechnic, Saskatoon Campus, Koyl
Ave. with actual flying experience at your home flying
school.
You’ll learn about:


advanced aircraft systems and flight operations



aircraft engines, instruments and pilot electronics



aviation business, crew resource management
and cultural awareness



Canadian aviation regulations



meteorology



instrument flying



navigation



theory of flight
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AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
Category M
Established as an Approved Training Organization under
Transport Canada regulations, students enrolled in the
Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Training program will benefit
from our partnerships with Boeing Aerospace, Rockwell
Collins, and Lockheed Martin; all of which are large
aerospace and defense companies. SIIT AME students will
develop the knowledge and skills required to complete the
approved training necessary to be eligible to apply as an
apprentice in the aircraft maintenance industry. Graduates
will receive the SIIT Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Category
M Training diploma upon satisfactory completion of the
program.

107 Spitfire Royal Canadian Air Cadets

Graduates will be credited with 18 months towards the
current 48 months of industry experience required to obtain a
licence. Attendance is mandatory to qualify for the time
credit. Upon completion of the required industry experience,
graduates who meet all of the regulatory requirements may
challenge the Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs)
examination and obtain their Federal Licence as an Aircraft
Maintenance Engineer Category M. Transport Canada is
responsible for the regulation of all organizations providing
training to Aircraft Maintenance Engineers.

It is Feedback time again!
Introduced last year we have designed a quick survey for
current Cadets/Parents/Alumni/Community Members to
have input into the running of 107 Squadron.
It will be live until Thursday, March 4.
Thank you in advance for your feedback.
Captain Moore

Need a Society E-Mail address, contact Tim to get yours.
Also, check on-line for our new Society Calendar to see
what is happening.

Drop us a line if you have any questions, stories, photos or artifacts you wish to donate or share with the society.
We would love to hear from you.
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